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North Korea exploded nuclear weapon and tested the ballistic missiles. The tension between US and North Korea have 
been intensified and has destabilized the global security. The US envoy to UN and security council has urged to take 
strongest possible measure after the latest nuclear test. It has also urged for trade and fuel cut off which can worsen the 
situation. 

All this development has raised the uncertainty and ambiguity in the mind of investors and traders, that are we heading 
towards war? 

In the cosmic planetary positions Saturn is in Jyesta Nakshatra whose lord is Mercury. There is a conjunction of Mercury 
Mars and Sun in Leo, Venus and Rahu in Cancer. Jupiter is in the last pada’s of Virgo Zodiac and has faded power. Right 
now, five planets are retrograde Pluto, Neptune, Uranus and permanent retrograde Rahu-ketu. Sun is in Purva Phalgnui 
Nakshatra of which lord is Venus. 

Looking for a broader time frame Planetary positions suggest that this tension is going to prevailing in the market till 2018 
end which suggest that easily this matter will not subside, but there are going to be different phases, sometime tensions 
are going to be extremely heightened and sometime time information will be hidden. Let’s have a close look for next two 
upcoming months. 

We have already predicted in our reports that 28 Aug Onwards tensions are going to be intensify and 29 Aug there to 
some event take place which can give panic correction in Indian market and exactly same has happened. 

 In September pressure is going  to built due geopolitical tensions,but no war will take place, it will be handle 
diplomatically. Market will feel the stress but will not correct much, indeed the bulls may take advantage and find 
opportunity to invest.  Second half of the month stress will be more majorly can been seen on the Psu banking stocks and 
pharma sector. 
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On 25 and 26 September market may correct sharply because of the negative news from the global market. But every 
correction will be taken as buying opportunity and market will bounce. 

From 5 oct onwards market will regain the faith with good strength and become positive. But in coming few months no 
war on the cards. 

In November, there could be some smoke can be seen from geopolitical aspect but the pressure is not going to be much. 
Market will keep moving and no extreme negative news will enter Markets. In Nov certain agreements as well as new 
laws can pass over the above topic. Market will consolidate on positive note. 

Lot of developments will keep taking place within this time frame from the aspect of North Korea and US issue but many 
of them will not come in front. Critical months will be Media will be only September and November and investor will feel 
the pressure of uncertainty. Till the end of 2017 there is no threat to financial market from this issues. 

Bears will try to target this opportunity in market but bulls will not lose the ground, they will always find opportunity to have 
entry in good fundamental stocks and a pullback can be witnessed. So, no major correction in next two months. A 
correction will always find a pull back and will give consolidation or slow up move. 

                                                         So No war in near future, stay fearless!




